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and Order that, prior to the auction, it
would establish a map of areas
presumptively eligible for MF–II
support based on the most recently
available FCC Form 477 mobile wireless
coverage data, and provide a limited
timeframe for parties to challenge those
initial determinations during the preauction process.
The Commission received serval
petitions for reconsideration of the
MF–II Report and Order, including one
asking it to reconsider the decision to
use existing FCC Form 477 data as the
basis for determining the map of areas
presumptively eligible for MF–II
support, and offering an industry
consensus proposal asking the
Commission to undertake a new, onetime data collection with specified data
parameters tailored to MF–II to
determine the areas in which there is
deployment of qualified Long Term
Evolution (LTE). On August 4, 2017, the
Commission released an Order on
Reconsideration and Second Report and
Order (FCC 17–102) in which it, among
other things, reconsidered its earlier
decision to use FCC Form 477 data to
compile the map of areas presumptively
eligible for MF–II support. The
Commission decided it would instead
conduct a new, one-time data collection
of 4G LTE coverage data that will be
used for this purpose, concluding that
for purposes of implementing MF–II
expeditiously, this approach will
provide the Commission and interested
parties with the best available starting
point for the challenge process and
should result in fewer and more
narrowly-focused challenges regarding
representations of coverage.
Only those providers that have
previously reported 4G LTE coverage in
FCC Form 477 and have qualified 4G
LTE coverage (defined by download
speeds of 5 Mbps at the cell edge with
80 percent probability and a 30 percent
loading factor) will be required to
submit data under this new, one-time
information collection. Such providers
will be required to file propagation
maps and model details with the
Commission indicating their current 4G
LTE coverage in accordance with a
public notice that will be issued in
advance of the start of period within
which providers must make their filings
that provides instructions for how to file
the data submission, including a data
specification, formatting information,
and any other technical parameters that
may be necessary for such filings. The
Commission will use the new coverage
data, in conjunction with subsidy data
available from the Universal Service
Administrative Company (USAC), to
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create the map of areas presumptively
eligible for MF–II support.
Federal Communications Commission.
Marlene H. Dortch,
Secretary, Office of the Secretary.
[FR Doc. 2017–22185 Filed 10–12–17; 8:45 am]
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Notice of Proposals To Engage in or
To Acquire Companies Engaged in
Permissible Nonbanking Activities
The companies listed in this notice
have given notice under section 4 of the
Bank Holding Company Act (12 U.S.C.
1843) (BHC Act) and Regulation Y, (12
CFR part 225) to engage de novo, or to
acquire or control voting securities or
assets of a company, including the
companies listed below, that engages
either directly or through a subsidiary or
other company, in a nonbanking activity
that is listed in § 225.28 of Regulation Y
(12 CFR 225.28) or that the Board has
determined by Order to be closely
related to banking and permissible for
bank holding companies. Unless
otherwise noted, these activities will be
conducted throughout the United States.
Each notice is available for inspection
at the Federal Reserve Bank indicated.
The notice also will be available for
inspection at the offices of the Board of
Governors. Interested persons may
express their views in writing on the
question whether the proposal complies
with the standards of section 4 of the
BHC Act.
Unless otherwise noted, comments
regarding the applications must be
received at the Reserve Bank indicated
or the offices of the Board of Governors
not later than October 26, 2017.
A. Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis (Brendan S. Murrin,
Assistant Vice President) 90 Hennepin
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55480–0291:
1. Tradition Bancshares, Inc., Edina,
Minnesota; acquire 24 percent of the
voting shares of Rock Creek Advisors,
LLC, Rapid City, South Dakota, and
thereby engage in investment advisory
services pursuant to section
225.28(b)(6).
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, October 6, 2017.
Ann Misback,
Secretary of the Board.
[FR Doc. 2017–22138 Filed 10–12–17; 8:45 am]
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Change in Bank Control Notices;
Acquisitions of Shares of a Bank or
Bank Holding Company
The notificants listed below have
applied under the Change in Bank
Control Act (12 U.S.C. 1817(j)) and
§ 225.41 of the Board’s Regulation Y (12
CFR 225.41) to acquire shares of a bank
or bank holding company. The factors
that are considered in acting on the
notices are set forth in paragraph 7 of
the Act (12 U.S.C. 1817(j)(7)).
The notices are available for
immediate inspection at the Federal
Reserve Bank indicated. The notices
also will be available for inspection at
the offices of the Board of Governors.
Interested persons may express their
views in writing to the Reserve Bank
indicated for that notice or to the offices
of the Board of Governors. Comments
must be received not later than October
26, 2017.
A. Federal Reserve Bank of
Minneapolis (Brendan S. Murrin,
Assistant Vice President) 90 Hennepin
Avenue, Minneapolis, Minnesota
55480–0291:
1. Edward Massee and Andrew
Schmidt, both of Appleton, Minnesota;
to acquire voting shares of MPS
Investment Company, Appleton,
Minnesota, and thereby indirectly
acquire voting shares of Farmers &
Merchants State Bank, Appleton,
Minnesota.
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, October 6, 2017.
Ann Misback,
Secretary of the Board.
[FR Doc. 2017–22137 Filed 10–12–17; 8:45 am]
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FEDERAL RESERVE SYSTEM
Formations of, Acquisitions by, and
Mergers of Bank Holding Companies
The companies listed in this notice
have applied to the Board for approval,
pursuant to the Bank Holding Company
Act of 1956 (12 U.S.C. 1841 et seq.)
(BHC Act), Regulation Y (12 CFR part
225), and all other applicable statutes
and regulations to become a bank
holding company and/or to acquire the
assets or the ownership of, control of, or
the power to vote shares of a bank or
bank holding company and all of the
banks and nonbanking companies
owned by the bank holding company,
including the companies listed below.
The applications listed below, as well
as other related filings required by the
Board, are available for immediate
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inspection at the Federal Reserve Bank
indicated. The applications will also be
available for inspection at the offices of
the Board of Governors. Interested
persons may express their views in
writing on the standards enumerated in
the BHC Act (12 U.S.C. 1842(c)). If the
proposal also involves the acquisition of
a nonbanking company, the review also
includes whether the acquisition of the
nonbanking company complies with the
standards in section 4 of the BHC Act
(12 U.S.C. 1843). Unless otherwise
noted, nonbanking activities will be
conducted throughout the United States.
Unless otherwise noted, comments
regarding each of these applications
must be received at the Reserve Bank
indicated or the offices of the Board of
Governors not later than November 8,
2017.
A. Federal Reserve Bank of Atlanta
(Kathryn Haney, Director of
Applications) 1000 Peachtree Street NE.,
Atlanta, Georgia 30309. Comments can
also be sent electronically to
Applications.Comments@atl.frb.org:
1. MBT Bancshares, Inc., Metairie,
Louisiana; to become a bank holding
company by acquiring 100 percent of
the outstanding voting shares of
Metairie Bank & Trust Company,
Metairie, Louisiana.
B. Federal Reserve Bank of Boston
(Prabal Chakrabarti, Senior Vice
President) 600 Atlantic Avenue, Boston,
Massachusetts 02210–2204. Comments
can also be sent electronically to
BOS.SRC.Applications.Comments@
bos.frb.org:
1. 1831 Bancorp, MHC and 1831
Bancorp, Inc., both of Dedham,
Massachusetts; to become a mutual
holding company and a stock bank
holding company, respectively, by
acquiring 100 percent of the voting
shares of Dedham Institution for
Savings, Dedham, Massachusetts.
C. Federal Reserve Bank of Richmond
(Adam M. Drimer, Assistant Vice
President) 701 East Byrd Street,
Richmond, Virginia 23261–4528.
Comments can also be sent
electronically to or
Comments.applications@rich.frb.org:
1. Select Bancorp, Inc., Dunn, North
Carolina; to acquire 100 percent of the
voting shares of Premara Financial, Inc.,
Charlotte, North Carolina, and thereby
indirectly acquire Carolina Premier
Bank, Charlotte, North Carolina.
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System, October 6, 2017.
Ann Misback,
Secretary of the Board.
[FR Doc. 2017–22136 Filed 10–12–17; 8:45 am]
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DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND
HUMAN SERVICES
Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention
[30Day–17–0138]

Agency Forms Undergoing Paperwork
Reduction Act Review
The Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) has submitted the
following information collection request
to the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) for review and approval in
accordance with the Paperwork
Reduction Act of 1995. CDC previously
published a ‘‘Proposed Data Collection
Submitted for Public Comment and
Recommendations’’ notice on March 2,
2017 to obtain comments from the
public and affected agencies. CDC did
not receive comments related to the
notice. The purpose of this notice is to
allow an additional 30 days for public
comments.
Written comments and suggestions
from the public and affected agencies
concerning the proposed collection of
information are encouraged. The Office
of Management and Budget is
particularly interested in comments
that:
(a) Evaluate whether the proposed
collection of information is necessary
for the proper performance of the
functions of the agency, including
whether the information will have
practical utility;
(b) Evaluate the accuracy of the
agencies estimate of the burden of the
proposed collection of information,
including the validity of the
methodology and assumptions used;
(c) Enhance the quality, utility, and
clarity of the information to be
collected;
(d) Minimize the burden of the
collection of information on those who
are to respond, including, through the
use of appropriate automated,
electronic, mechanical, or other
technological collection techniques or
other forms of information technology,
e.g., permitting electronic submission of
responses; and
(e) Assess information collection
costs.
To request additional information on
the proposed project or to obtain a copy
of the information collection plan and
instruments, call (404) 639–7570 or
send an email to omb@cdc.gov. Direct
written comments and/or suggestions
regarding the items contained in this
notice to the Attention: CDC Desk
Officer, Office of Management and
Budget, 725 17th Street NW.,
Washington, DC 20503 or by fax to (202)
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395–5806. Provide written comments
within 30 days of notice publication.
Proposed Project
Pulmonary Function Testing Course
Approval Program (OMB Control
Number 0920–0138, Expired 4/30/
2017)—Reinstatement with Change—
National Institute for Occupational
Safety and Health (NIOSH), Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).
Background and Brief Description
NIOSH has the responsibility under
the Occupational Safety and Health
Administration’s Cotton Dust Standard,
29 CFR 1920.1043, for approving
courses to train technicians to perform
pulmonary function testing in the cotton
industry. Successful completion of a
NIOSH-approved course is mandatory
under this Standard. In addition,
regulations at 42 CFR 37.95(a) specify
that persons administering spirometry
tests for the national Coal Workers’
Health Surveillance Program must
successfully complete a NIOSHapproved spirometry training course
and maintain a valid certificate by
periodically completing NIOSHapproved spirometry refresher training
courses. Also, 29 CFR
1910.1053(i)(2)(iv), 29 CFR
1910.1053(i)(3), 29 CFR
1926.1153(h)(2)(iv) and 29 CFR
1926.1153(h)(3) specify that pulmonary
function tests for initial and periodic
examinations in general industry and
construction, performed under the
respirable crystalline silica standard
should be administered by a spirometry
technician with a current certificate
from a NIOSH-approved spirometry
course. NIOSH is requesting a three-year
approval.
To carry out its responsibility, NIOSH
maintains a Pulmonary Function
Training Course Approval Program. The
program consists of an application
submitted by potential sponsors
(universities, hospitals, and private
consulting firms) who seek NIOSH
approval to conduct courses, and if
approved, notification to NIOSH of any
course or faculty changes during the
approval period, which is limited to five
years. The primary focus of this program
is to verify that each course sponsor
maintains faculty expertise and
curriculum content that supports the
training of technicians to perform
spirometry testing under current
professional clinical-practice guidelines.
NIOSH reviews the application form
and added materials, including an
agenda, curriculum vitae, and course
materials to determine if the applicant
has developed a program that adheres to
the criteria required in the Standard.
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